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Parts List
Before you build, be sure to compare the parts in your set with the parts listed here:

1. Build your model, find the 1 and follow the numbers. Each piece has its own shape and color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

2. Commence the construction
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

3..commence to construct
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

4. Commence to construct
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

5. Begin to build
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

6. Begin to build
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

7. Begin to build
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.

8. Begin to build
For commence the model, try to use 1 and 2 and the order numeri. Each piece has its corresponding piece on the same color, so look at this page. Find the pieces in your set that match each step and then connect them together. Try to build your model in the same direction as the instructions, if you build it backward, the colors in this section will be pointing in the wrong direction.